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Chinese Bible School  
MONTHLY REPORT—September 2021 

Dear brothers and sisters in Christ, may this report find you well in all things. 

Although the pandemic seems to never end, it is not totally negative. People spend 

more time on the internet that gives us the opportunity to spread the gospel using 

the technologies for worldwide communication. May our Lord continue to bless the 

work of the Chinese Bible School so many Chinese-speaking souls can find the 

truth through this Lord’s work.  

We are glad that the video post-production for the first nine lessons covering the 

first six chapters of the book of Acts in Traditional Chinese has been completed. We 

are working on the Simplified versions of these nine video lessons. I am thankful 

for my dear wife Yolanda and brother Chin Yong in Malaysia for their 

collaborative effort for the work of video post-production. The final video lessons 

both in traditional and simplified versions will be completed and uploaded to 

YouTube in mid-October. In addition, we have completed the manuscripts for 

another four video lessons covering the materials from chapters 7 to 9 of the book 

of Acts. Proofing the manuscripts will follow.  

Our Tencent QQ and WhatsApp online Bible study groups have initiated the new 

course lesson on the book of Genesis. In September, we have completed three 

lessons of study covering the first three chapters of the book of Genesis. There are 

35 group members, from China, Taiwan, and Malaysia, who show the desire to 

study more in their busy schedules. May God bless those who hunger and thirst 

after His word and His righteousness.  

Three video lessons from the Chinese Bible School have been running on the 

internet for the Internet Evangelism Campaign by the World Video Bible School. 

They are “Where Do You Go When You Die?” “What Must I Do To Go To 

Heaven?” and “Why Are There So Many Churches?” When people search for 

related topics on YouTube, one of the above three videos is offered as an answer to 

the search. Those who spend more than 30 seconds watching the video count as a 

viewer. Through September 2021, over 19,500 hours worth of the gospel in Chinese 

has been shared with over 178,000 souls around the world in this endeavor, even 

though mainland China has limited access to the internet outside China. Among 

those views, over 2,700 followed the link to the Chinese Bible School website. The 

top ten countries or regions where have the most view are as follows: Malaysia, 

Taiwan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, Philippine, India, 

and Argentina. We are thankful for this internet campaign program by WVBS. May 

God give the increase.  

All the online Chinese video views in September 2021 were over 37,000.  


